
A Level History 

Year 11 into Year 12 BRIDGING WORK 

The bridging work MUST be completed for each of your courses by the time you start your 

course.  Your work will be assessed in September. Anyone not completing the work will fail 

‘Going Green’. The aims are for you to understand if you like the course and for you to be ready 

to start learning at post-16 level.   

Specification – AQA   Year 12 A Level History  

Component 1J – The British Empire, c1857-1967 

Component 2N – Revolution and Dictatorship: Russia 1917-1953 

Assessment Objectives  

A01 Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and understanding to analyse and 

evaluate the key features related to the periods studied, making substantiated judgements and 

exploring concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change, continuity, similarity, difference 

and significance.  

A02 Analyse and evaluate appropriate source material, primary and/or contemporary to the 

period, within its historical context. 

A03 Analyse and evaluate, in relation to the historical context, different ways in which aspects of 

the past have been interpreted.  

1J: The British Empire, c1857-1967 

This option allows students to study in breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and 

consequence in this period through the following key questions:  

Why did the British Empire grow and contract? What influenced imperial policy? What part did 

economic factors play in the development of the British Empire? How did the Empire influence 

British attitudes and culture? How did the indigenous peoples respond to British rule? How 

important was the role of key individuals and groups and how were they affected by 

developments? 

2N: Revolution and Dictatorship: Russia, 1917-1953  

This option provides for the study in depth of the coming and practice of communism in Russia. It 

explores concepts such as Marxism, communism, Leninism, and Stalinism, ideological control and 

dictatorship. It also enables students to consider issues of political authority, the power of 

individuals and the inter-relationship of governmental and economic and social change. 

Textbooks  

Both text books will last for the full 2 years of your course:  

1J: Oxford AQA History A Level The British Empire, c1857-1967 Component 1 ISBN: 978-0-19-

835463-5 

2N: Oxford AQA History A Level Revolution and Dictatorship: Russia, 1917-1953 Component 2 

ISBN: 978-0-19-83548-1 

Can be purchased on Umbrella Education, Amazon and even eBay.  

 



A Level History 

Year 11 into Year 12 BRIDGING WORK 

A Level History  

A Level History is a challenging, but very rewarding A Level. A good History A Level will put you 

in an excellent position to go the university of your choice. In order to progress at A Level History 

you need to develop first-rate organisation skills, especially now that all of the A Level exams are 

at the end of the course. With that in mind, we have developed 2 tasks for you to complete 

before the main A Level teaching begins. Both tasks are based around Unit 1J and both match the 

Assessment Objectives that will determine your grades over the 2 year course.  

In addition, you should ensure you are ready for the year ahead by organising the following items:   

 AS Level textbook 

 Ring binder folder and coloured dividers  

 Pencil case with a pen and a spare pen 

 highlighters and ruler 

 Pad of lined paper  (although you will be provided an exercise book as well)  

 Access to SMHW (Show My Homework) to download relevant materials  throughout the 

year.  

  

Extract 1.  

The international trading environment that had favoured Britain in the middle years of the 

nineteenth century was profoundly altered in the later years of the century by the growing 

political power of Britain’s two traditional rivals France and Russia. Britain also faced two new 

challengers, the United States and Germany. Moreover, rapid industrialisation had made the 

American and German economies increasingly fierce competitors in the markets that British 

manufacturers had comfortably claimed as their own. Even little Belgium had established a steel 

industry that challenged that of Birmingham. It was agriculture, however, that was the first to feel 

the full brunt of competition. The global spread of cheap and reliable railway and shipping 

systems allowed North American grain, Argentine beef, New Zealand butter, and various other 

agricultural goods to flood the market, causing prices to plummet. The trade slump that began in 

1873 seemed to many Britons a taste of things to come. Empire was regarded with renewed 

interest.  

Adapted from Britain and Empire 1880-1945 by Dane Kennedy (2002) 

Read the interpretation below and answer all of the questions.  

According to Extract 1, why was empire regarded with ‘renewed interest’ in the later years of the 

nineteenth century?  

Research Questions to be completed (lined paper or computer):  

1. Why did the British Empire grow and contract in the years 1857-1890? Give examples of 

both 

2. What factors influenced imperial policy? Which do you believe was the most influential 

and why?  

3. Research the name of one individual who played a key role in the building of the British 

Empire between the years 1857-1890. Explain their role and the significance.  

 


